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AWS IT Security and Compliance
Seminar for the Financial Services
Industry (FSI)

Many medium-sized FSI customers recognize that

the big insurers make the move to the cloud. The

question then arises: “Should we follow the same

path?” The high regulatory requirements in certain

areas, such as those of BaFin (Federal Financial

Supervisory Authority, Germany), and open internal

issues as regards IT security and compliance are

often seen as stumbling blocks and are a hurdle for

the beneficial use of cloud computing. Our seminar

highlights FSI-specific issues and is based on our

many years of experience in the financial services

sector. What kind of action have other customers

taken, what needs to be paid attention to, and what

challenges can be solved directly?

The moderated seminar aims at sharing FSI ex-

periences and best practices regarding regulatory

issues with you. An experienced IT security and

compliance expert supports the seminar participants

in formulating questions and obtaining suitable an-

swers.

Your regulatory experts will be empowered to make

informed compliance-conforming decisions. Speed

and regulatory matters are often seen as mutually

exclusive factors. The goal is to connect these two

aspects for a successful cloud journey, working to-

gether with the participants.

We help overcome IT security and 

compliance challenges

• Skaylink has been strongly engaged in the FSI

environment for over twenty years now – well be-

fore the public cloud

• Our architects, IT security and compliance consul-

tants have been working in the FSI environment

for several years and have the practical experi-

ence you need

• Skaylink is the first AWS Security Competency

Partner in the DACH region – Germany (D), Aus-

tria (A), Switzerland (CH)

• We not only work out theoretical approaches to-

gether with the customer, but also put them into

practice

Work together with one of the first 

AWS partners

Your benefits

You will help your company use facts instead of gut

feelings to make decisions.

We structure external BaFin or VAIT (Supervisory

Requirements for IT in Insurance Undertakings,

Germany) requirements as well as internal organi-

zation-specific frameworks. You will get a clear view

of the common goal and benefit from our long-

standing industry expertise.

Ask any question you might have – we guarantee

you a compressed knowledge transfer to your regu-

latory experts irrespective of the cloud provider.

Do you like to discuss your questions with an FSI expert?

I’m glad to be of service: Nickolas.Webb@skaylink.com


